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“the camera is an instrument that teaches
people how to see without a camera //
dorothea lange
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why manual exposure?

Modern cameras are basically a
lens and computer nowadays.
They are very good at reading a
scene and making exposure
judgements. So why would you
want to go through the effort of
learning manual exposure?

Because it gives you complete
creative control and freedom.

In manual exposure, the
photographer makes all the
decisions as to how the exposure
is set. Why not let the camera
decide? Well the camera is just a
machine, a tool, and it will never
compensate for any sort of
creative decisions, unless you
start overriding some of the

default settings. For example, one
could shoot in a semi-automatic
mode like Aperture Priority or
Shutter Priority, but then you
might need to use Exposure
Compensation, or Auto ISO.

I find all those overrides to be
more confusing than just sticking
with manual mode and inputting
the full settings that I want in the
first place. Yes, as the light
changes, you might have to
change settings on the fly, but
after spending time learning
manual well and learning where
the buttons on your camera are,
manual mode is just as fast as any
other mode.

ISO 400 | f/4 | 1/500
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Film image | ISO 400

basics of auto-exposure

To understand the basic
principles of manual mode, you
must understand that the
camera’s sole job with exposure
is to make everything middle gray.
When your exposure (-.....0…..+)
is set to 0, then your main
subject will be rendered to
middle gray. So if you are
shooting a snowy scene and set
your exposure to 0, your snow
will be gray. If you are shooting a
dark black dog (like my own dog
Halley) and set your camera to 0,
the black dog will become gray.
Metering to 0 will always result in
your main subject being gray.
Now, if you are shooting a person
wearing a neutral gray suit, this is
an amazing trick! But rarely are
we consistently shooting a
middle gray subject.

Modern cameras tend to have
preset algorithms loaded into the
camera, so they are a bit better
about rendering a more
appropriate exposure. Matrix
metering in particular takes a
larger percentage of the frame
and tries to average out the
highlights and shadows of the

frame and balance out the
exposure. Many cameras also
have some form of scene
recognition to help the camera
with its exposure decisions.
Other options for metering
modes are center-weighted,
which evaluates just the center of
your frame, presumably where
your subject is, and spot, which
meters just from your focal point.
If you choose spot metering,
refer to your camera model/
brand. I shoot Nikon, and Nikon
will spot meter from the active
focal point. Many other brands,
like Canon, historically only
meter from the center focal
point, regardless of which focal
point you are using for focus.

Shooting on full auto on a
modern camera typically will give
an okay, if not boring overall
frame. But what if you don’t want
just “okay”? What if you want to
control the depth of field, create
a sunburst, purposely under or
over expose (and why would you
want to do that anyway)? Then
you must move to manual mode.

one doesn’t stop seeing. one doesn’t stop
framing. it doesn’t turn off and turn on.
it's on all the time. // annie leibovitz

“
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Under The Big
Bright Sun

Aperture is the size of the
opening in your lens; it is often
compared to the iris of an eye,
and the larger the opening, the
more light you allow into the lens
and sensor of your camera. A
wide aperture (denoted by a
small number, because it is
actually a fraction, we just rarely
say the “one over” part) will allow
a lot of light through your lens.
This is important in a low light
situation.

A wide aperture also creates a
shallow depth of field, and is in
part what contributes to the
“blurry background” many new
photographers wish to capture.
There is a trade off when using a
wide aperture on a sunny day,
because sometimes you end up
with too much light. Conversely,
using too narrow an aperture in
dim conditions also creates
difficulties. Working through the
exposure triangle allows you to
balance the overall end result.

aperture

the exposure triangle

you don’t take a photograph. you make it
// ansel adams

“

Have you ever heard of the “exposure triangle”? As expected, it has three parts, the
aperture, the shutter speed, and the ISO; these three parts work together to set your
image exposure, and also allow you to override any default settings the camera might
want you to use.

ISO 1250 | f/6.3 | 1/400
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shutter speed

Shutter speed is how fast or how
long the shutter is open, and
therefore a time related measure
of how long light hits your
sensor. Again, this number is
actually a fraction, so when a
camera shows a SS of 125, it is
actually 1/125 of a second. If your
camera shows 30” it is really
thirty seconds.

Choosing an appropriate shutter
speed allows you to stop the
motion of a sports event (a fast
shutter speed), or allow the water
to go smooth over a waterfall or
ocean waves (a slow shutter
speed). The entire mood of an
image can be altered by the length
of shutter speed.

don't shoot what it looks like. shoot
what it feels like // david alan harvey

“

ISO 125 | f/4 | 1/10

ISO 1000 | f/2.8 | 1/1000 ISO 50 | f/18 | 20 s
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Film image | ISO 400

ISO is akin to the old film speeds and controls how sensitive your camera is to
how much light is available. As with film, the higher the ISO, the more noise (or
grain on film) you will have; however modern cameras have such excellent ISO
control that I rarely worry about pushing my ISO too high, at least until I get to the
area of about 12k. Your upper limit will vary based on your personal tolerance for
noise as well as your particular camera body.

The photo above was shot on ISO 400 film, and you can see the grain; a modern
digital camera would have no discernable noise at ISO 400.

SIO

How these three factors work
together is what sets your
exposure. In our first example, the
snowman, we know that snowmen
are white, not gray (unless you are
making a snowman from snow in
New York City, then it likely is gray).
So when we look through our
viewfinder and set our metering, if
we meter to 0, the snowman will be
gray. How to ensure that it turns out
white? Set your meter to +1 or +1.5.
This is telling your camera, yes, this
subject actually is white, and I need
you to overexpose from middle
gray to ensure my whites are white.

Similarly, when I shoot my black
dog, I don’t want her to turn out
gray, so I will set my exposure
settings so that the meter reads to
be underexposed by 1 to 1.5 stops.
This makes my blacks actually
black since black is darker than
middle gray. (Incidentally, most
meters are set up with third stops,
so a tick is only third of a stop.
Make sure you know how your
meter is set up, some are at half
stops.)

So when I say, “set your meter”
what does that mean? If you are
shooting a scene that you know
needs to be overexposed (like
snow), you will need to add more
light to your camera in some way.

• You can decrease shutter speed
(this keeps the shutter open
longer, letting in more light).

• You can open your aperture (this
makes your aperture larger,
letting in more light).

• You can increase your ISO.

Any one of those things will add
more light to your camera, and you
will watch the tick marks on your
meter until you are at about +1 (one
stop) over the 0 mark.

If you are shooting Halley, or your
own black dog, you would do the
opposite of those things to ensure
that your camera underexposes the
scene according to middle gray.

the best camera is the one you have
with you

“
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There are creative ways to use aperture when determining your exposure.
Wide open for a very shallow depth of field, a mid-range aperture if you are
shooting a small group of people, or a narrow aperture for things like
starbursts and a fully focused landscape images. How you use your aperture
creatively will affect your metering, as it determines how much light gets to
the sensor. So if you are using a wide open aperture, you will be able to use
a faster shutter speed, since more light is getting in through the aperture. If
you are shooting stopped down for a landscape, you will need a longer
shutter speed to compensate for less light hitting the sensor. This all
balances each other and then you can use ISO to move the needle to more
or less light.

creative choices

In my personal workflow and
imagery, I almost always set
aperture first. Even if I am shooting
my childrens’ sports, I still almost
always choose aperture, because it
is part of my creative process. In
general I tend to shoot wide open
(unless I am purposely shooting
sunbursts), and after I choose my
aperture, I will decide my shutter
speed. For sports I keep my SS
high, at least 1/800, and often as
high as 1/1250 or 1/1600. ISO is
nearly always the last thing I set,
because it affects my image the
least amount. Yes, too high of an
ISO can contribute to noise, but I
can (relatively) easily reduce or
remove noise in post processing,
but I cannot easily remove motion
blur from too fast of a shutter
speed, or add in focus if I have
used the wrong f/stop.

What happens if you have a tricky
setup, something that is both black
(or dark green/blue/etc.) and
white? Like a bird, or a flower
surrounded by greenery. First, set
your camera to spot metering if
you haven’t already. I always meter
using spot metering mode. You will
have to read the manual for your
specific camera to see where to
change this. By using spot metering,
you will use a specific focal point
to determine what the camera is
reading as it meters. If you are
shooting a person, you will meter
for their skin (and remember,
people are not gray, so set your
meter to +1, assuming a light toned
human; if your humans are darker
toned, you may need to use 0 or

underexpose the meter), rather
than the entire scene of the image.

Spot metering is literally one of the
first things I change when I get a
new camera body, and I never
move it out of spot metering. I
started using this mode when I was
a new photographer, shooting very
fair children; I wanted to make sure
skin in portraits was well exposed,
so I would meter from a cheek. As I
transitioned to nature photography,
I still wanted to use spot metering
as dappled light can confuse matrix
metering, and with the way I shoot,
I typically still have a single item
that is my subject, whether it is a
flower, or a leaf, or a tree; so I will
meter for that specific object.

You may find that in harsh lighting,
a mix of sun and shade, that you
end up with areas of your image
that are too over- or underexposed.
This is inherent to all photography
as our eyes see a much wider
dynamic range than a camera can. I
have personally made the creative
choice to ensure that my main
subject is properly exposed. As you
become more comfortable with
shooting in manual mode, you
might find you prefer a wider area
of your frame to be taken into
account when you meter. Just be
aware that this might cause your
main subject to be out of exposure.

Left page:
Top: ISO 400 | f/9 | 1/400
Left: ISO 800 | f/20 | 1/200
Right: ISO 800 | f/4 | 1/200
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Once your camera is set to
spot metering, I would
recommend metering for the
brightest point in your
subject if you have a high
dynamic subject. I have
found over the years that if
you overexpose whites too
much (what is referred to as
“blown”) it is extremely
difficult to bring back detail
in post; once those whites
are gone, there is no detail
left. Shadows, on the other
hand, often DO retain a great
deal of detail, and depending
on your camera body and
choice of editing program,
you can often bring out an
amazing level of shadow
detail, even if it seems
clipped in the raw file. Of
course, noise lives in the
shadows, and using this
method does run the risk of
adding unnecessary noise.
However, if you are shooting
a bird or a flower, or
something moving, shooting
bracketed to layer in post
often is not a practical
answer, so you must decide
if the details worth saving are
in the highlights or the
shadows.

If you opt to meter for your
highlights, you don’t need a
fancy metering mode (some
newer cameras have a
highlight metering mode, but
as the photographer, you are
smarter than your camera
for almost everything other
than autofocus). Simply spot
meter on the whites of your
subject, and set your meter
to +1 or +1.5. This will ensure ISO 250 | f/22 | 1/400
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your whites are white (or whiter
than neutral gray) but also allow
you a little bit of headspace to
brighten the overall exposure
without blowing anything out. You
do have to be careful not to
overexpose too much or you will
lose detail in your whites, which is
not what you want; you just want to
make them brighter than neutral
gray.

So, when I say I set aperture first
for my own creative voice, what
does that get me? It often gets me a
very shallow depth of field, with a
lot of background blur. Beyond the
scope of this tutorial, background
blur is also affected by focal length,
distance to the subject, and
distance from the subject to the
background. But as I tend to shoot
a lot of closeups with macro lenses,
my wide aperture tends to create a

very small area of focus with a lot
of background blur.

However, sometimes I purposely
stop down to create sunbursts.
These tend to be dependent on the
lens, and it is much easier to make
a sunburst with a wider focal
length; typically you will want to be
at f/8 or narrower, but your mileage
will vary depending on your lenses.
A starburst is best achieved when
you have something blocking the
light slightly between you and the
sun, such as a tree or building or
mountain.

As mentioned above, even when I
am shooting sports, I will typically
set my aperture first. I will probably
be around 2.8-3.5 to isolate my
subject, then choose my shutter
speed depending on the sport and
lighting conditions.

ISO 50 | f/2 | 1/2000

My goal here was to stop the motion
of the ball as it came to the net, so I
used a very fast shutter speed. I
chose wide aperture because I
wanted a good depth of field
separation between the ball and my
son.

ISO 200 | f/5.6 | 1/125

This was an early sunrise image. I
used a mid range aperture to have
both the pier and the sun in focus.
The subject was not moving
particularly fast, so I was not
concerned with stopping motion,
and chose a shutter speed based on
my previously set ISO.

ISO 500 | f/3.2 | 1/800

My goal here was to stop the motion
of the children walking up the hill
and capture their expressions; it was
also snowing at that moment and I
wanted to capture distinct
snowflakes as they fell. I also made
sure my meter was close to +1 to
preserve the white snow.

ISO 6400 | f/4 | 1/25

This image was taken after the sun
went down, so I used a high ISO. I
handheld it (did not use a tripod)
with a shutter speed of 1/25, which
really only can be done if your
camera and lens combo have built
in stabilization. The aperture was as
wide as that lens opens.
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All the elements of the exposure triangle, aperture, shutter speed, and ISO,
play an equal role in what your final image will look like. As the
photographer, you have the ultimate say in manual mode if you want a soft,
dreamy, wide open look, or a sharp image edge to edge and front to back,
based on your aperture. Choosing different shutter speeds allows you to
stop motion or create a feeling of movement.

The best way to learn manual mode is just to experiment with the different
aspects and see how the image gets brighter or darker as you change
settings. Keep an eye on the meter and expose brighter or darker for the
overall scene.

If you are shooting with a mirrorless camera, be sure your EVF is set to
show Live Preview. If you are shooting with a dSLR, you can shoot through
Live View, which will show the preview on your camera back change as you
adjust settings, or you can take a series of images with different settings and
review them on camera and your computer.

With modern cameras, it has never been easier to learn manual mode as
there is no delay in seeing your images or having to write down the settings
for each image as you take it.

I recently started shooting film and it has been an incredible experience to
know that my knowledge of metering means I have very few missed
exposures on film.

ISO 500 | f/4 | 1/80 Film image | ISO 400



As you grow in confidence with mastering manual exposure, there will be other
areas to consider expanding your knowledge base. Understanding different types of
lighting, composition, white balance, and editing all tie into a successful final image. I
currently have classes on white balance and learning macro, as well as offer
mentorships for shooting and editing. As always, drop me an email if you have
specific questions, and I am always happy to help out.
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I am a hobbyist photographer specializing in nature imagery. A Hello Pro
Mentor and Click Pro Elite, I live in Virginia with my husband, two teEnagers,
and our lab mix dog. Although my true pasSion for photography started when
I became a mother, I have long had a love of taking photos. I am obsesSed with
white houses, open windows, coffeE, flowers, and cameras.

You can find links to my mentorships and clasSes here.


